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ray the flying squirel-It's not fair!
mighty the armidilo-whats not fair?
ray-that vector, charmy and espio got to be in a game while were stuck on this boring island.
bark the polar bear-well maybe if someone hadn't destroyed most of the island and the arcade with
every video game ever made, this place wouldn't be so small and boring.
bean the dynamite-well sorry, i didn't mean to do all that stuff.
bark-then why you do it?
bean-i was bored alright.
bark-then why didn't you go to the arcade?
bean-because i beated every game ok, and if you don't get off my back i'll beat you up!
bean-well i'd like to see you try!
mighty-shut up! or i'll beat both of you guy's up!
both-ok,ok.
mighty-now, what were you saying ray?
ray-i was saying that it isn't fair that they put those guys in a game while were stuck here.
bark-go on.
ray-well, we should go and demand that sonic team should put us in a game.
mighty-but we had a deal remember?
ray-no, what was the deal?
mighty-the deal was that they give us this nice and big island with a huge arcade,(stares at bean) so that
we never ask to put us in a game.
ray-but vector,charmy,and espio broke the deal.
everyone-thats right.
ray-alrigt then, lets go!
bean-before we go, can i destroy the rest of the island before we go,pleeeaaassseee.
bark- can you destroy it in a minute?
bean-just one second.
brings out a switch, preses it, all of a sudden the biggest bomb you'd ever seen comes out his mansion.
bean- i've been saving this for a special event.
END CHAPTER ONE
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